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Abstract

In this paper we propose an efficient transient test genera-
tion method to comprehensively test analog circuits using
minimum test time. A divide and conquer strategy is for-
mulated to sequentially synthesize the test stimulus for the
entire duration of test. We use a novel measurement proce-
dure to resolve ambiguities in the present measurement
sample by using class association information from the
previous samples. This sequential formulation of test gen-
eration problem enables fault dropping and greatly
reduces simulation and optimization effort. Additionally,
this method is immune to noise and tests can be easily cal-
ibrated for use in hardware testers.

1  Introduction

The rapid evolution of IC technology has placed increased
demands on issues relating to efficient techniques to test
and diagnose mixed signal integrated circuits. Typically
these circuits have complex specifications, as small device
geometries permit integrating multiple functions in a sin-
gle device. Production tests which are based on explicit
verification of these specifications are expensive and time
consuming. In recent years, researchers have tried to emu-
late the success of test techniques for digital circuits in the
analog domain. Although the goals are similar, test tech-
niques for digital circuits cannot be directly applied to
analog circuits. Test generation and diagnosis for analog
circuits is viewed as a tougher problem with many issues
still unresolved.

2  Problem statement and key contributions

Test and diagnosis of analog circuits has gained increased
importance due to difficulties involved in testing embed-
ded analog blocks in larger digital circuits. The main prob-
lems are a) limited accessibility to internal nodes b)
isolation of analog and digital blocks may not be possible
and c) embedded analog blocks may not have distinct self-
contained specifications, hence fault models and pass/fail
criteria has to be developed if these blocks are to be sepa-
rately tested. In this paper we propose a test stimulus gen-
eration and response measurement method which is used
to detect and identify faults in analog blocks with a) Mini-
mal length transient test sequences b) Generate input stim-
uli with simple pulse shapes which can be easily applied in

a mixed signal environment c) A novel response encodi
method which uses test history to identify circuit failure
d) Tests can be developed for GO/NO-GO production te
or to obtain diagnostic information and e) Fault droppin
is used to reduce simulation and optimization complexit

3  Previous work

Initial research work in this field concentrated on efficien
application of specification tests by determining the op
mal sequence[1] of tests which minimizes average te
time and dropping redundant tests by exploiting high co
relations between tests[2]. Inexpensivealternate tests
were proposed to partially test complex circuits. Thes
tests do not directly test the functionality or the specific
tions of the device, but is necessary (but may not be su
cient) to pass the test if functional and performanc
specifications are to be met. Inexpensive DC based alt
nate tests are proposed in [3-4]. These tests, used at wa
probe stage can quickly isolate defective devices. DC te
are limited by their inability to exercise all operating
modes of a circuit. Alternate tests based on AC stimul
are proposed in [5-9]. AC tests, in general are used wh
circuits have a dominant signal flow characteristic (e.g. fi
ters) and specifications are strongly related to the fr
quency domain behavior of the circuit.

Transients tests[10-14] specify a time domain wavefor
(stimulus), which may be periodic and a detection criter
for the entire duration of the test. For linear circuits, [10
uses a quadratic programming formulation to maximiz
the difference in response between good and faulty c
cuits, while [12] computes hyperplanes in the measur
ment space to discriminate between good and fau
circuits. Both the methods require impulse response of t
system to be known. [13] uses saturated ramp as the
stimulus for linear circuits. A minimax formulation is used
in [11] to maximize the difference between a good and
faulty circuit using the integral of the weighted respons
Since the entire time domain response is quantified by
single quantity, the test resolution will be poor. The tran
sient test generation methods in [10,12,14], strong
depend on the linear properties of a circuit, and hence a
restricted to circuits with linear behavior.

Although transient tests for analog circuits are comput
tionally difficult to develop, they are a supersets of DC &

This work has been supported by DRAPA under contract F33615-95-2-5562
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AC tests, and hence have the capability to detect larger
number of faults. In this paper we propose a new transient
test generation method for general analog circuits. This
formulation permits sequential test generation, fault drop-
ping and high measurement resolution. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we
present the fault model and the test generation methodol-
ogy. Implementation and experimental results are
described in sections 5 and 6. Section 7 concludes the
paper.

4  Proposed test generation method

The operation of test generation program proposed in this
paper is divided into two phases. a) Construction of statis-
tical fault model and b) Computation of input stimulus and
response measurement.

4.1  Fault model description and construction

Alternate test generation methods require a fault model to
be defined. A fault model permits abstraction of the per-
formance specifications of Circuit Under Test (CUT), as
admissible range of values, which the components (or
nodes) can assume without violating the specifications.
Since a specification in an analog circuit may depend on
multiple component values, a faulty range for a component
is dependent on the values of other components. To cap-
ture component interdependencies, a statistical fault model
uses multi-variate distributions of the component parame-
ters[12,15]. These distributions are generated by using
process defect information. In figure 1, the parameter
space represents the circuit instances characterized by
their component parameter values and the dimension of
this space depends on number of variables considered. To
identify faulty circuits in the parameter space, all circuits
are mapped to the specification space by simulation of the
circuit specifications[16]. Since an acceptability region in
the specification space is known, we classify circuits in the
parameter space as faulty if it maps outside this region.
This fault model conveniently describes faults in terms of
circuit parameters, while retaining a strong relation to
specifications.

This stage of test generation produces a set of circuits
belonging to faulty and fault-free classes. The circuits in
the fault free class accounts for the tolerance effects in
analog circuit. The conventional fault-based test genera-
tion method omits this critical step and directly uses a fault

list which maybe derived by injecting large changes
component values. As these faults have no direct relati
to specifications, they may or may not cause a specific
tion violation. Fault-based testing can be accommodat
in the our method by adding the fault list to the list of cir
cuits in the parameter space of the statistical model befo
mapping to specification space.

Given a set of circuits, classified as faulty and fault-fre
(obtained from the fault model), the test generation pro
lem can be posed as:computation of an input stimulus
such that, a measurement criterion can be defined wh
will correctly discriminate the two classes of circuits in th
observation space (figure 1), within the constraint
imposed by the test environment.This mapping depends
on two user controlled parameters: input stimulus and t
set of observations, thus providing two degrees of freedo
for test generation.

If the above mapping is not accurate, there will be miscla
sifications in the observation space.These misclassifica-
tions are quantified by fault and yield coverage estimat
where fault(yield) coverage is defined as the probabili
that a faulty(good) circuit fails(passes) the alternate tes
All test generators attempt to maximize fault and yiel
coverage.

It is important that the sample population chosen shou
represent various fault effects and failure modes acc
rately. It may be noted that if the distribution of the train
ing set used, is different from the distribution of defect
that actually occur, but still captures the effects of proce
level variations, the alternate tests are still valid, but th
fault and yield coverageestimatesmay be inaccurate.
Sampling techniques and statistical tests on distributio
should be used to validate the size and representation
the training set.

4.2  Computation of input stimulus and response
measurement

The test generation problem as posed in the previous s
tion requires a search for a combination of input stimu
and a measurement criterion among all admissible com
nations and this is clearly infeasible for any non-trivial cir
cuit. To make this problem tractable, we pre-define th
measurement procedure and then optimize the input wa
form to obtain maximum fault and yield coverage. Thi
still remains a difficult problem as the input is a time
domain waveform and has to be chosen among all possi
waveforms (an infinite set).

Input stimulus generation involves obtaining a wavefor
for the duration of the test, within the constraints impose
on the waveform. Rather than optimizing the waveform fo
the entire duration of the test, we use adivide and conquer
strategy, whereby the input is sequentially synthesized
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considering a small time interval of the total test time. Let
this interval be T. The choice of T is related to the time
required to induce significant activity in the nominal CUT.
For e.g, for filters, T is chosen equal to the largest time
constant while for ADC it maybe set equal to the conver-
sion time.

The flow chart of the main top level test generation proce-
dure is shown in Figure 2. This procedure contains two
major subroutines, the stimulus generation subroutine and
the measurement subroutine, which are described in detail
in the following sections. Consider the initial interval, Tsim

=[0,T] for which the test stimulus is to be generated. The
stimulus generation routine selects a prospective input
stimulus and all undetected circuits are simulated over
Tsim. The measurement routine is next invoked to analyze
the response over Tsim and determine the first best sample
point Tm, which will correctly classify maximum number

of circuits. The circuit state at Tm is also saved to restart
the simulation if needed. The main loop iterates using dif-
ferent input stimuli over Tsim till finding an input stimulus
which correctly identifies all circuits or all input stimuli
are exhausted (the search is restricted to a finite set of
pulse shapes). The stimulus which identifies the maximum
number of circuits is chosen and sample point Tm is noted.
All circuits which are correctly identified in this interval
are dropped and the simulation interval is incremented to
Tsim=[Tm,Tm+T]. Using the saved circuit final state from

the previous interval, next simulation is restricted to Tsim

only.

This structure of the test generator gives the flexibility t
define external routines for stimulus generation and me
surement, which is critical in analog ATPG as an analo
circuit may have specific stimulus and measureme
demands.

4.2.1  Input stimuli generation

Consider a simulation interval Tsim=[T1,T2] for which the
test stimulus is to be generated. An undirected search
such a functional over the entire input space is not comp
tationally feasible. Rather than search for an arbitra
shaped function, we consider a set of easily parameter
able activation functions(e.g step, exponential, ramp, sin
soid etc.) and compute the parameters of these functio
which will maximize the number of faults that are
detected.

For the application in this paper we use the step wavefo
as the activation function. Step waveform is chose
because of its high spectral content and hence its ability
excite a large range of faulty conditions, and additionall
generation of the waveform is easy. The maximum and t
minimum amplitude of the waveform is fixed by the allow
able range of the input signal.

Assume that the initial voltage at time T1 be Vmax. We
need to determine a transition time point Tp in Tsim, at
which the state of the waveform has to be switched fro
Vmax to Vmin (or from Vmin to Vmax if initially the wave-
form is at Vmin.) which would result in correctly identify-
ing maximum number of circuits by the measureme
procedure. This formulation reduces to optimization o
single continuous variable Tp. Variation of the cost func-
tion (evaluated by the measurement routine) with respe
to Tp is “smooth” (although integer valued) but may not b
monotonic. To avoid converging to a local solution, an in
tial set of transition pointsTp, spaced equally on the inter-
val Tsim, is chosen. If we generate n-1 points,Tp is the set
{(T sim/n)*i, i=1 to n-1}. The response for each waveform
defined by this set is evaluated, and the waveform f
which the cost function is maximum is selected. Suppo

this point is T*1, we assume that the probability of finding
the maxima over the entire interval is highest in the neig

borhood of T*1 and varies monotonically. This heuristic is
valid if “sufficient” number of points are chosen in the ini
tial search. A modified binary search is carried out by ge

erating two stimulus with transition points at T*
1+T/2n

and at T*1-T/2n, and choosing the waveform which maxi

mizes the cost function. Let this point be denoted as T*
2.

Initialize
ATPG

Variables

Set Initial Simulation
Interval Tsim=[0,T]

Generate Stimulus
over Tsim

Is
Search for

Optimal stimulus
over?

Determine Optimal
Measurement Sample

Time Tm

All Faults
Detected?

Are

End

Set new simulation
Interval

Tsim=[Tm,Tm+T]

FIGURE 2. Flow chart of the main routine
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In the next stage, we choose T*
2+T/4n and T*2-T/4n as the

transition points, iteratively refining the interval. In our
implementation the binary search is terminated after tra-
versing 4 levels, as the increase in cost function is not sig-
nificant compared to cost of search.

4.2.2  Measurement procedure

For a simulation interval Tsim, the response of all circuits
simulated in this interval can be viewed a distribution,
which is a function of the underlying component distribu-
tions, the circuit function and the input stimulus. In the
ideal case we would like the distribution of the response of
the faulty and fault free circuits to be distinct (at a particu-
lar sample point), so that a simple threshold can be used to
classify the circuits (figure 3). But, in reality, the distribu-
tions may overlap, and if an observation of the response
lies in this region, it cannot be correctly classified based on
the information from that sample alone. Figure 4 shows a
distribution of theoutput responses at a particular sample
point for the biquad filter, which we use to demonstrate
our technique in section 6.

The simulator output, for a given simulation interval Tsim

is sampled and quantized for all circuits which were sim
lated. Measurement procedure uses test history and c
association information to decide on a sample point whi
will identify maximum number of circuits as described
below. For every sample point in Tsim, the quantized
response of circuit is assigned to a particular class, wh
classes are sets of consecutive quantization levels grou
together (figure 5). For e.g, if a sample is quantized in
4096 levels using a 12 bit ADC, then sets of 16 or 3
quantization levels can be grouped together to obtain 2
or 128 classes respectively. Responses of circuits fo
candidate stimuli, at a given time point, are assigned to
class depending on magnitude of quantized respon
After mapping, a particular class may contain only fau
free circuits, or only faulty circuits, or a mix of faulty and
fault free circuits or the class may be empty. For circui
which map to a class containing faulty and fault free ci
cuits, test historyof the circuit in the previous samples is
used to determine if a particular circuit has a unique sign
ture. For e.g, if in thei th. sample (see figure 6), circuit A
which is fault free, and circuit B which is faulty, map to a
classk (hence cannot be identified), and in thei-1 th. sam-
ple, A maps tomand B maps ton (classesmandn contain
circuits of mixed type, otherwise A and B would hav
been dropped in thei-1 th. sample), A and B can be cor-
rectly classified based on class information in the pri
samples. Test history is implemented as an association
for each for each circuit. At the initial time point, the asso
ciation list for each circuit will contain all other circuits
(the circuit is indistinguishable from other circuits). A par
ticular circuit is identified as faulty or fault free if the inter-
section between elements in the association list and
elements in the class in which the circuit belongs results
a set having elements of same type, then the circuit
determined to be correctly identified. If that sample poi
is chosen, the resultant set from the intersection is used
the new association list. As new samples are added,
number of entries in the association list drops. Effects a
handling of measurement noise is described in section 5
the test generator is used to generate diagnostic tests,
sample sequence is accumulated till the association
contains only one element, hence each fault will have
unique trace sequence.
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4.2.3  Detection trace sequences

From the previous section, a time domain waveform, spec-
ified by the transition points is obtained, along with a time
vector which specifies the time at which the response is to
be sampled. To use this input waveform, we need to spec-
ify a classification criteria, to accept or reject a circuit.
This criteria is specified as a trace sequence, where speci-
fies a set of sequence of classes, which terminates either in
pass, fail or unresolved states. These sequences are
extracted and stored by the measurement procedure, when
it attempts to resolve a circuit either as faulty or fault free.
The sequences which are unresolved at termination of test
generator are labeled as unresolved. These unresolved
states exist, either because these circuits map very close to
the boundaries of the specification tests or the test stimulus
and measurements in the alternate test are not sensitive to
certain behavior of the circuit. Detection trace sequence
can be implemented in the test equipment in either soft-
ware sequence detectors or programmed into a FPGA as a
state machine.

5  Implementation details

The implementation of the test generator uses a mix of
commercial and custom built tools. We use Spectre[17] as
the core circuit simulator. SKILL and Matlab functions are
used for data analysis. A C based test generation control
routine is used to control and synchronize the different
tools. Since the computational complexity of the test gen-
erator is due to the high cost of circuit simulation, an effi-
cient and powerful simulator is essential. Spectre supports
saving of state files, which permits stopping and restarting
a transient simulation. When we search for the optimal
input in a interval, Spectre makes use of the state informa-
tion saved form the previous interval, and simulates for the
duration of the interval only. Additionally Spectre supports
behavioral modeling of circuits, which permits test gener-
ation for large circuits.

In practical test environment, presence of measurem
errors, may lead to misclassification of responses. W
assume that systematic errors in measurement have b
removed by calibration, and the resultant measureme
noise is zero mean and normally distributed. The RM
value of measurement noise is be assumed to be comp
ble to the resolution of the measurement equipment (oth
wise using a high resolution instrument will not serve an
purpose). It is seen that, measurement noise affects o
those responses which map near the boundary of t
classes. Since this uncertainty prevails only in a few qua
tization levels around a class boundary, a set of sub-clas
are defined around these boundaries (figure 6). A circ
which maps into a noise sub-class will be associated w
both the neighboring classes, but that circuit will not b
evaluated for detectability at that sample. Large number
classes in presence of significant noise will lead to po
performance. The width of noise sub-classes is depend
on actual noise in the test set-up.

6  Experimental results

In this section, we present the fault simulation results f
the biquad low pass filter shown in figure 7. This filter use
three identical CMOS opamps. The filter specifications a
listed in table 1

Simultaneous variation in multiple parameters, shown
table 2, is considered, where each of the parameters
assumed to be normally distributed with a 3σ variation of
10%. A training set of 200 circuits is generated from th
parameter space. For each of these circuits, a full circ
simulation is performed to determine the filter specifica
tions and depending on the conformance to specificatio
the circuits are classified as fault free or faulty. This train
ing set is used develop an alternate test criteria as propo
in this paper. Figure 8, shows the response of the traini
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FIGURE 7. Schematic of low pass biquad filter
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set to the test stimulus in the first interval and location of
the sample point (vertical line). Table 3, lists the set of
parameters used by test generator. Figure 9, shows the test
waveform for the entire duration of the test, with location
of the sample points marked by vertical lines. Table 4 list
the achieved fault and yield coverage.

7  Conclusion

This paper presents a systematic procedure to develop
time domain tests which can comprehensively test large
analog circuits. We propose some reasonable constraints
on the input stimulus and develop a powerful measurement
criteria to make time domain test generation computation-
ally tractable for general circuits. The test generator, in
addition to classifying the circuits into good and fault free
categories, can also provide information on type of failures
that actually occur by using the information from the trace
sequences. This is useful in diagnosing dominant failure
modes in a process. We believe this method will provide

the base framework to develop tests for multiple input an
mixed signal circuits. Interactions between different inpu
and between the digital and analog portions of a circu
can analyzed in a small time interval, so that faults can
excited and fault effects propagated to the primary outputs
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TABLE 1. Low pass filter specification

Name Specification

DC Gain 2 +/- 10%

3dB bandwidth 190Hz +/- 10%

Maximum gain < 2.2

TABLE 2. Circuit parameters used in the fault
model

Circuit Parameters Transistor parameters

R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6,
C1, C2

Vt, tox

TABLE 3. Test Generator parameters used for the
filter

Parameter Value

Interval T 3 ms

Quantization levels 4096

Classes 256

Vmin -5V

Vmax 5V

Cardinality of t* 10

Binary search level(i) 4

TABLE 4. Fault and yield coverage

Number of
circuits

Fault
Coverage

Yield
Coverage

200 0.99 0.995
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